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ABSTRACT 
Approximately 10 to 20 metric tons of plutonium in the U.S. is in the form of scrap, residues, oxides, 
ash, metal, sludge, canpounds, etc. Not all of this material is chemically stable or in packaging acceptable 
for storage. Thus, it constitutes a significant potential hazard to emplctyees and to the public. 

This paper describes a relatively simple concept for stabilizing most of this type of plutonium by 
converting it into encapsulated glass. A N1-scale hot demonstration of the concept is proposed, in which 
Rocky Flats ash would be vitrified and sealed in small cans, followed by encapsulation of the cans in 
Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWF) canisters with high-level waste glass. A team of experts from 
Savannah Rivex Site (SRS), Los A l m s  (LANL), Rocky Flats (RF), Argonne National Laboratory 
(ANL), and Pacific Northwest Laboratory @NL) would provide oversight of the planning and execution 
of the demonstration. 

In the overall concept, the vitrification processing (following the demonstration) would take place in 
shielded glove boxes at the four sites where most of the material is now stored. The small cans of glass 
would allow safe, secure, and monitorable interim onsite storage, or transportation to a centralized Site. 
To dispose of this material, the smaU cans of plutonium-glass would be mounted in a frame and placed in 
an empty canister at the DWPF where the canister would be filled with molten high-level waste (HLW) 
glass. The canister would subsequently be sent to the national HLW geologic repository. 

The proposal described in this paper offers an integrated national appach for early stabilization and 
disposition of the nation's plutonium-bearing residues. 

INTRODUCTION 
During the decades of the Cold War, plutonium was produced in the U.S. to support nuclear weapons 
production. When the production of weapons was terminated, the production facilities, and to a lesser 
degree research facilities, were left with substantial quantities of plutonium-bearing residues, most of 
which had been destined for recycle and recovgr. However, the production facilities that could be used to 
purify and/or stabjlize these residues are shut down, leaving the current dilemma of how to stabilize, 
secure, safeguard, and dispose of them. 

Two diffexent reviews have been conducted to assess the risks associated with present storage methods for 
these materials, one by the Department of Energy1 (DOE) and another by Congress's Defense Nuclear 
Facilities Safety Board2 (DNFSB). DOE assessed the "environmental, safety and health vulnerabilities of 
the entire DOE inventory of fissile mated$"' The principal conclusion was "Overall, the Department's 
inventory of plutonium presents significant hazards to workers, the public and the environment, and little 
p r o p s  has been made to aggressively address the problem." 

The DNFSB Recommendation 94-1 to DOE concluded that ".,.imminent hazards could arise within two or 
three years unless certain problems are corrected.", and offered recommendations for eo&g the 
problems that had been identified. Ia a subsequent report to the Congaess3, DNFSB concluded "&he risks 
posed by those materials are more serious than appear to be recognizeal by DOE, and ... schedules for 
stabilizing ... need to be accelerated...". 

BODY 
TheMaterial 
A detailed accoUnting of plutonium inventories by type and location cannot be given in this repOa because 
of security classifications of some of the material, However, enough information has been r e l d  to 
conclude that the total amount of plutonium in various scrap and residue categories is between 10 and 20 
metric tons, excluding classified material, fuels, and targets. That is the material addressed in this paper. 
The approximate distribution of these types of materials among DOE Sites is shown in Table 1. 



Table 1 
Distribution of Residues am0 ng:DOES i t a  

DOE Site J3!GLb 
RockyFlats 64 
W o r d  14 
Los Alamos 12 
Savannah River 8 
7 National Labs 2 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory p x e p d  an unclassified =port? that identifies types and 
conditions of plutonium-bearing materials that need to be s t a b i i  and disposed of. That report utilizes 
data from DOE'S Nuclear Materials Management and Safeguads System (NMMSS), and characterizes 
materials as follows, (excluding pits and fuel): 

Clean Metal Essentially pure plutonium, regardless of grade. 

Impure MeWAllovs 

Clean Oxide 

Impurities c 50% by weight. 

Puo2, with < 3% impurities. 

- ure Oxide Pu02, with 3 to 50% impurities 

Corn-pounds (other than oxide) 
impurities. 

Rich S m p  Metals, alloys, oxides, compounds, etc., 2% to 50% plutoniUm, 

Lean Scrap Metals, alloys, oxides, compounds, etc., generally c 2% plutonium 

Reactor Fuel. Unirradiated 

Plutonium fluorides, carbides, chlorides, etc., with 5 50% 

Reactor Fuel. hdiated 

Miscellaneous 

A recent DOE rem5,  produced for accountability purposes, gives some unclassified inventory data for 
DOE sites, and in December, 1993 DOE Declassification Office declassified and released some relevant 
plutonium inventory dad. 

Several DOE sites p u p  their plutonium-bearing materials in ways that axe diffkxent from the NMMSS 
categories, above. They do this for specific purposes. For example, one of the ways Rocky Flats groups 
the& is into five "buckets" based on possible methods to treat them for disposal. The "Ash Bucket", for 
example, contains not only ash, but all "ash-like" materials such as impure oxides, "sand, slag, & 
crucibles", firebrick, etc. 

Rocky Hats ash is proposed for demnstrating the concept of onsite vitrification in existing glove boxes 
and final disposal at DWPF via the Can-in-Canister method, which is bcribed in another paper in this 
conference. The scrap material in the Rocky Flats "Ash Bucket" contains about 1,200 kg of plutonium in 
a bulk weight of about 28,OOO kg, giving an average plutonium content of 4.4% the maximum plutonium 
content in any lot is 43%. Most of the plutonium in this "bucket" is ha, but the various lots contain a 
wide variety of other chemical compositions. Therefore, vitrification of a range of ash types would have 
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value as a demonstration for other types of scraps and residues at Rocky Flats and elsewhere by aiding in 
establishing concentration limits of certain elements in the glass. 

The approximate distribution of DOE residue materials by material type is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Apyximte  Distribution of Residues bv Ty_~e 

Residue Type 
Ash and Oxides 46 

Compounds with Cl, F 16 
Combustibles 1 
Miscellaneous & S o h  17 

Wt. % h in Type 

Metal and Alloys 20 

Demonstration PrODosal 
The initial step is to prepare a proposal for the demonstration that includes the following distinct tasks. 

Document material types, quantities, compositions, locations, and packaging 
Document best judgment on what constitutes acceptable glass quality for disposition in either a 
geologic (HLW) repository or the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). 
Conduct small lab vitrification tests with samples of Rocky Hats ash to establish glass-making 
parameten, compositions, limits, etc. for candidate materials. 
Determine batcling and blending strategies to eliminate or lninimize pretreatments. 
Identify materials that would requk premtments or other immobilizaton methods 
Select melter based on lab tests and disposal (Can-in-canister) requirements. 
Procure and install equipment for Nz-scale demonstration in Rocky Flats glove boxes. 
Vitrify a selection of ash materials, destructively examining glass to validate quality. 
Vitrify a larger selection of ash materials, storing cans onsite for subsequent transfer to SRS. 
Transport cans to SRS and demons- Can-in-canister encapsulation with hot HLW-glass. 
Provide best judgment cost and schedule for above. 

Most, if not all, of the data on material types, etc. is available, and needs only to be consolidated in one 
report that presents the data in ways that are focused on this particular mission. 

The section on "acceptable glass" has been drafted, and takes the position that the glass must meet the 
criteria for HLW glass disposal in Yucca Mountain. 

Some lab vitrification tests on Rocky Flats ash have been, and are being, performed. Smcient tests need 
to done to cover the full range of chemical compositions of materials in the "Ash Bucket". The tests will 
reveal melting characteristics, viscosity vs. temperature, characteristics of the glass product such as degree 
of cracking, strength, durability, leach rates, etc. The tests wil l  establish chemical composition bounds far 
acceptable glass and melter conditions. 

The full-scale demonstration runs at Rocky Flats will be conducted as Research and Development tests, 
with direct oversight by the inter-site team. A N1 complement of safety analyses, criticality assessment, 
(raining, and procedure preparation will be necessary to ass= safe conduct of the demomuation. Routine 
melter feed preparations will include pulverizing, blending, roasting, analyzing and batching, with 
trea~~~tailoredtospecificfeedbatchestoassuregoodmaterial~un~tyandgoodqualityglass. 
The first cans producsd will be destructively examined to validate the glass quality. Subsequently, a larger 
number of cans will be made for shipment to SRS for the second phase of this "hot" demonstdon - final 
encapsulation of the cans in DWPF canisten-with HLW-glass, called Can-in-Canister disposal option. 
The details of the Can-in-Canister option are presented in another paper in this wnference. 



ConceDtual - Process 
An overview of the entire integrated national program of stabilizing residues, as currently envisioned, is 
given in Figure 1. The demonstmion that is proposed in this paper is the initial phase of that program. 

F i p  1 
Overall Concept - Residue Stab ili ZaaO ' n  and Di smd 

Vitrify in Small Mdters at &e Where Scrap is Locsted. Encapsulate In 
Small Stainless Steel Cans. 

Transport to SRS for Interim Storage a - 
Load into DWPF Canister, 
Pour HLWGlass Around FINAL DISPOSAL 

The vitrification process, as currently conceived, is shown in a block diagram in Figure 2, Drums of 
residue would be unIded  into the processing glove box train. This m y  consist of a single lot of 
material, or more than one lot if blending is required. The residue will be unpackaged and a weighed batch 
will be pulverized and then mixed thoroughly with a weighed quantity of clean glass frit (coarse powder). 

Vitrification Block How Diagam 
F i p 2  

Pulverizing the residue will achieve a particle size (to be determined in lab tests) to assure an acceptable 
dissolving rate in the molten glass. It will be roasted to remove moisture or any other volatile materials. A 
weighedquantity will then be thoroughly mixed with a weighed quantity of clean, dry, glass frit to 
produce the final melter feed batch. 

The feed batch will be added to the melter and kept in a mlten state for sufficient time to assure complete 
dissolution and homogenization of the components. The molten glass will be poured into stainless steel 
cans, nominally 3.5" x 15". After the glass has cooled, a top will be welded on each can and the can will 



be deantamham& probably by blasting with solid 
decontaminated cans wil l  be removed h m  the glove box train for storage. 

which will nzinimiZe waste generation. The 

Benefits of Co ncmt 

Because this stabiition/dispod method uses existing facilities and spreads the workout among the 
affected sites, it is likely to be the cheapest and fastest way of stabilizing DOE plutonium-bearing residues. 
The plutonium-glass in the small cans is a relatively durable package and is also critically safe, xelatively 
nondiqmsible, and chemically stable. Material Control and Acco~ability of the plutonium in these 
forms during storage will be relatively simple, essentially a piece count. Since the cans of plutonium-glass 
will be identical, regardless of their source, the same shipping cask and permit can be used for all material. 

The concept is also flexible; the cans could accommodate other disposal options - WIPP for example- 
or, if national policy changed, the plutonium could be recovered for use by pulverizing the glass and 
dissolving the plutonium in nitric acid. 

This concept offers a realistic and cost-effective merger of the goals of both affected DOE offices - 
Environmental Management and Material Disposition. 

For this program to proceed expeditiously, a clear line of DOE authority and oversight is needed to 

Authorization and funding is needed now to develop the proposal and initiate studies. 

Before the hot demonstration of DWPF encapsulation of the cans can begin, several things must occur. 
- Unambiguous approval of this waste form for geologic disposal. It would not be advisable to make 

- Upgrade Security and safeguards at DWPF. The DWPF is currently a "Property Protection" area, 

- Obtain favorable assessment on acceptability of DWPFs Glass Waste Storage Building for storage of 

- Reassess, and perhaps revise or create addenda for DWPFs National Environmental Policy Act 

- Complete modificatioIls and authorizations in F-Area to receive and stare plutonium-glass cans, 

provide far prompt decisions and flexible compliance with DOE Orders. 

HLW-glass canisters with no assured way of getting rid of them. 

handling no Special Nuclear Material. 

this new waste form. 

(NEPA) documents. 

mount them in frames, place the frames in DWPF canisters, and weld on the canister top head and 
nozzle. 

SUMMARY 
This paper describes and proposes an integrated national approach for early stabilization and disposition of 
the nation's plutonium-beaxing residues. The proposal is to vitrify residues at the major sites where they 
are now s t o d  into a common plutonium glass form using existing f d t i e s  and avai€able technology. 
The Primary container for the plutonium-glass would be a robust, d-welded stainless steel can. This 
package would be safe, stable, secure, monitorable, and easily transportable. This program appears 
capable of satisfving the recommendations of DNFSB 94-1. Also, final disposition of this material could 
be achieved in a way that meets the criteria and objectives of the fissile: material disposition (MD) program 
by encapsulating the cans of plutonium glass in DWPF canisters fded with HLW-glass. 
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